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Abstract
This paper shows that a program using a timepredictable memory system for data storage can achieve
a similar worst-case execution time (WCET) to the
average-case execution time (ACET) using a conventional
heuristic-based memory system including a data cache.
This result is useful within any embedded system where
time-predictability and performance are both important,
particularly hard real-time systems carrying out intensive
data processing activities. It is a counter-example to the
conventional wisdom that time-predictable means “slow”
in comparison to ACET-focused heuristics.
To carry out the investigation, 36 “memory access models” are derived from benchmark programs and assumed
to be representative of typical code. The models generate LOAD/STORE instructions to exercise a data cache or
scratchpad memory management unit (SMMU). The ACET
is determined for the data cache and the WCET is determined for the SMMU. After improvements are applied, results show that the SMMU WCET is within 5% of the data
cache ACET for 34 models. In 16 of 36 cases, the SMMU
WCET is better than the data cache ACET.

1

Introduction

Time-predictable computer architectures have been
proposed for the implementation of embedded hard realtime systems [20]. Within such systems, the timeliness of
tasks is as important as functional correctness [4]: tasks
have deadlines. Conventionally, the worst-case execution
time (WCET) of each task is estimated in order to check
that deadlines will be met [27]. WCET estimates need to
be safe (≥ the true WCET) and tight (close to the true
WCET) [17]. Typical computer architectures aim to minimize the average execution time or energy consumption
of programs: time-predictable architectures facilitate the
determination of tight and safe WCET estimates [24].
This paper considers the combined execution time of
program instructions that access bytes or words of data,
known as LOAD and STORE, while ignoring all other instructions and instruction fetch. It shows that, for LOAD/STORE instructions, a WCET-friendly time-predictable
memory system can permit a similar WCET value to the

average-case execution time (ACET) value obtained using a conventional heuristic-based memory system such
as a data cache. It is known that there is often a significant discrepancy between the ACET and WCET using a
data cache [24]. Additionally, estimating the WCET of a
program using a data cache is a difficult problem because
of the cache state uncertainty created by data dependent
operation [9, 12]. The scratchpad memory management
unit (SMMU) used in this paper solves both of these problems together, (1) making WCET estimation straightforward [25] and (2) reducing the WCET to the approximate
level of the ACET achieved with an idealized data cache.
Like a cache, the SMMU enables the most frequently
accessed working set of a program to be stored in fast
memory [7], and also like a cache, it implements address
transparency: objects stored in external memory retain
their logical addresses as they are relocated to scratchpad
memory (SPM) and vice versa. This allows a fast and timepredictable SPM to store the elements of any data structure, including those that are dynamically allocated, without needing to account for pointer aliasing effects. However, unlike a cache, the WCET of each LOAD/STORE is
independent of previous memory accesses. This facilitates
WCET analysis by giving every LOAD/STORE a safe and
tight execution time bound, dependent only upon their location in the program. The access latency for data in SPM
is the same as the hit latency for a data cache.
Earlier publications [24–26] have avoided direct comparisons with data caches due to the known difficulty of
estimating the WCET of a program using a data cache [9].
For a single-path program like the ones used for comparison in this paper, the SMMU WCET and ACET are equivalent, but the cache WCET and ACET are very different,
as the WCET depends on the memory access pattern. The
cache ACET is easily determined by measurement, but it is
very difficult to determine the cache WCET, which is typically much greater than the ACET [25]. For this practical
reason, the cache ACET is used as a surrogate for comparison. If the SMMU WCET is close to the cache ACET, then
this is clear evidence for the benefit of the SMMU, despite
the anti-SMMU bias of the WCET/ACET comparison.
The first contribution of this paper is a detailed low
level study of the difference between the SMMU’s worst-

case behavior and an idealized data cache’s average-case
behavior. The second contribution is two improvements
that bring the SMMU WCET closer to the cache ACET for
many programs: the use of tiling to split accesses into large
objects into smaller sections, and explicit support for readonly objects. Unlike previous work, this paper considers
minimal models of loop kernels which reproduce memory
access patterns while removing details that are not of interest, such as arithmetic computations that have no effect on
the memory access pattern. The models are based on samples from SPEC 2000 [11] and Mibench [10] code. Like
earlier work on the SMMU, this paper considers only data
accesses, on the grounds that time-predictable instruction
memory is a relatively well-understood problem [14, 15].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes relevant background information, and section 3
explains a method to obtain models of loop kernels from
benchmark code. Section 4 describes what happens when
these models are applied to two memory subsystems: an
SMMU and an idealized data cache. This motivates two
improvements to how the SMMU is used, and the implementation of these is described in section 5. Section 6 explores the effects of different hardware configurations and
section 7 concludes.

2

Time-predictable Data Memory

A time-predictable data memory subsystem is an essential part of any embedded system supporting hard real-time
tasks. 20-30% of the instructions executed by a typical
program access data in memory [26]. WCET analysis of
the program must take the WCETs of these instructions
into account: a time-predictable architecture attempts to
ensure that this is possible [1, 20]. Time-predictable architecture research may focus on the instruction memory
subsystem [15], the CPU [13], or the data memory subsystem [8, 21]. SMMU research is in the latter category [24].
Obtaining tight but safe WCET estimates for data memory accesses is difficult. The simplest technique of disabling the data cache and accessing external memory is
often too slow by a factor of 30 or more [6]. Some researchers have tried to account for the worst-case behavior of conventional data caches so that they can be used
safely. Typically this is done by restricting the reference
string generated by the program: this is the sequence of
addresses used by LOAD and STORE operations [7]. If
the reference string is predictable, then the state of a data
cache is known, and hence the WCET of each LOAD/STORE may be calculated. The reference string may
be restricted by brute force, bypassing the cache for any
LOAD or STORE with an unpredictable address [9], such
as an access to a scalar variable in global or local memory, or an array access with an statically predictable index.
However, this technique doesn’t provide any benefit for
memory accesses that are data dependent in some way.
Cache-aware memory allocation (CAMA) also attempts to restrict the reference string, but does not insist

that every part of it must be predictable [12]. Rather, the
WCET analysis problem is seen as an issue of determining where one element in cache may conflict with another.
One solution to this problem is to ensure that elements
never conflict, and CAMA carries out shape analysis to
determine which data structures may be used simultaneously to ensure that they are allocated to memory locations
that will not conflict [19]. This puts a bound on the total
number of cache misses during execution without requiring the cache to be bypassed for any LOAD or STORE.
A third option is to bound the number of cache misses
within loops, using the relationships between the addresses used in each iteration [18]. This avoids the need
for whole-program shape analysis while providing a similar benefit within frequently-executed code.
However, the suitability of conventional data caches for
hard real-time systems is not universally accepted. Some
researchers advocate the use of novel cache designs targeted at specific problems [20]. Others suggest the use of
SPM, often coupled with allocation algorithms that map
code [15] or local and global variables [8, 21] to SPM. All
these techniques have the advantage that on-chip memory
contents are dependent only on the position within the program, not the reference string.
SPM techniques have difficulty with dynamic data
structures, whether allocated dynamically or not. This is
because the possibility of pointer aliasing makes it difficult to move objects into SPM as the physical address
must change. Aliases of a particular pointer may continue
to point to a stale copy of the object. To date, only two approaches have been proposed as solutions: the hardwarebased SMMU (section 2.1) and the software-based technique described in [22]. The software-only approach treats
the SPM contents as being local to particular regions of
the program, but instead of statically fixing the contents
in each region, dynamic memory allocation is permitted
to use the space [22]. Shape analysis is used to ensure
that a particular pointer is only used within regions where
it is valid. The technique has two disadvantages: firstly,
it is not time-predictable because objects are dynamically
spilled into slow external memory when space runs out,
and secondly, shape analysis must be applied to the entire
program, raising tractability issues for large programs.

2.1

SMMU and Scratchpad

The SMMU is a hardware device implementing address transparency between the CPU and memory components. It allows the logical address of an object to remain unchanged as the object is moved between external
memory and SPM. This retains the time-predictability of
SPM while also solving the pointer aliasing problem [24].
Aliases of a pointer never point to a stale copy of the object because its logical address (as used by the program)
is never changed. Any SPM allocation algorithm could
be adapted to use the SMMU; the new benefit is timepredictable support for dynamic data structures.
The core of the SMMU is a translation table containing

a list of “OPEN” objects. These are memory areas that
have been moved to SPM. Each entry in the table is expressed as a lower address bound bi , a size si , a valid bit
vi and an offset ti . When an object enters the working data
set, a program can move it into SPM using the SMMU’s
OPEN operation, which carries out a fast direct memory
access (DMA) copy and adds a new entry to the translation table, setting bi , si , vi and ti at the same time. While
the object is OPEN, any access within its address bounds
is rerouted to SPM. The physical address p is generated
from the logical address l by the translation table function
p = f (l), defined as:

l + ti − bi if ∃i, (bi ≤ l < bi + si ) ∧



vi ∧ ∀j, (j ≤ i
f (l) =
∨ ¬[bj ≤ l < bj + sj ])



l
otherwise
(1)
After a program OPENs an object, single-cycle access to
it is absolutely guaranteed: the same access time as a data
cache hit. The CLOSE operation reverses OPEN, moving the object back into external memory and clearing the
valid bit vi . It is possible to OPEN more than one object
at once. If more than one address range matches a logical address, then a priority ordering implemented by the
table is applied to determine which area of SPM contains
valid data. As this ordering is also taken into account by
OPEN and CLOSE, overlapping objects are permitted, as
are arbitrarily interleaved OPEN and CLOSE operations.
Extensive tests have verified correct functional and timing
behavior in all circumstances [25].
Previous publications have studied the application of
the SMMU to a case study [24] and a group of benchmark programs [26]. These studies have revealed some of
the properties of the SMMU when used with typical programs, but relevant data is obfuscated by the complexity of
the benchmark code. To truly understand the timing properties of cache behavior and SMMU behavior, it is necessary to look at the micro level: how the SMMU interacts
with small functions and loops.

3

Identifying Memory Access Models

This paper examines the interaction between a model
of a memory subsystem (e.g. an SMMU) and a model of
a benchmark program. These models retain all the functional and timing properties that are considered important
while abstracting other details. In the case of a benchmark
program, the important detail is the memory access pattern: the reference string of the most commonly executed
parts of the code. A model reproduces this pattern by issuing LOAD and STORE operations. In the case of a memory subsystem, a model implements LOAD and STORE
and any other relevant operations, e.g. OPEN and CLOSE.
It replicates the timing behavior of these operations when
they are provided with a particular reference string. This
approach provides micro-level information about the interactions between the memory and the program.

Instruction x = A[i]; (LOAD)
base pointer A, maximum size 1000,
access pattern: sequential address, with k = 1.
Instruction y = B[x]; (LOAD)
base pointer B, maximum size 256,
access pattern: random address.
Instruction A[0] = y; (STORE)
base pointer A, maximum size 1,
access pattern: constant address.

Figure 1: Memory references within Figure 1.

3.1

Capturing Patterns

A memory access pattern is only of interest if it is frequently executed, i.e. generated by code within a loop. The
following process aims to create a model of frequentlyexecuted loop kernels within benchmark code. Loop kernels commonly form the basis for other studies of memory
and code optimization [2, 28]: in this paper, all operations
other than LOAD/STORE are abstracted away. As all control flow is removed and the number of iterations is constant, each kernel is effectively a single-path program [16].
To identify suitable loop kernels, each benchmark program is split into regions. These are partitions of the control flow graph (CFG) of each program. Each basic block
belongs to exactly one region. Region boundaries are introduced at the entrances and exits of every loop and before each basic block where a pointer is created [26].
As each benchmark program is executed in an instruction set simulator [3], counters track the total number of
memory accesses initiated by a single LOAD or STORE
operation within each region, ignoring instruction fetches
and accesses to the local stack. (Each LOAD/STORE instruction may transfer between 1 and 8 bytes.) Once the
program completes, or after one billion instructions have
been executed, the regions are sorted into descending order
of access count. This reveals suitable loop kernels within
the program: the regions that account for the highest proportion of memory accesses. The list is truncated to include only those making up the top 95% of memory accesses performed by the benchmark.
The choices of constants (“one billion” and “95%”)
are arbitrary and have been made in order to ensure that
this work is tractable. Otherwise the investigation would
be open-ended. More programs could be studied over a
longer time period, while considering a larger proportion
of loop kernels, but since the 36 loop kernels already exhibit a wide range of different behaviors, it is not unreasonable to say that most common cases are covered here.
The process of capturing a memory access pattern is illustrated by example as follows – the short program shown
in Listing 1 contains several regions, but the only one of
interest is the loop body, which carries out three memory
references for each loop iteration. These access two different objects in memory, A and B. (References to local
variables x, y and i are ignored during analysis; these will
be stored either in registers or the local stack.)
Next, a report is produced for each region in the list

Listing 1: Example of a loop kernel within a function (“main”).
u n s i g n e d char A[ 1 0 0 0 ] ;
u n s i g n e d char B [ 2 5 6 ] ;
i n t main ( v o i d )
{
int x , y , i ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 1 0 0 0 ; i ++) {
x = A[ i ] ;
y = B[ x ] ;
i f ( i ==100) A[ 0 ] = y ;
}
return y ;
}

Listing 2: Model of Listing 1.
A = NEW( ) ;
B = NEW( ) ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N; i ++) {
LOAD(A + i ) ;
LOAD(B + RANDOM( 2 5 6 ) ) ;
STORE (A ) ;
}

(e.g. Figure 1). The report gives information about the
reference string Xr = [r0 , r1 , ..., rn ] generated by each
LOAD or STORE instruction X within that region. Each
X is statically associated with a particular base pointer
Xb representing a variable used in the source code, e.g. A
or B. Each X also has a maximum size Xs and an access
pattern Xp . At this point, conditions such as if(i==100)
are removed, so that all accesses are assumed to take place
on each iteration. The effect of this removal is to make the
models pessimistic, tending to overestimate the number of
memory accesses. Note that this is exactly how a singlepath CPU would operate [16].
Xb , Xs and Xp are identified automatically from the
machine code and reference string of the program. The
following access patterns are recognized as distinct:
Constant Address. Each execution of X accesses the
same location Xb +l, i.e. Xr = [Xb +l, Xb +l, Xb +l, ...].
This is typical of a repeated reference to a global variable.
Dynamic Address. There is exactly one execution of
X for each time the base pointer is generated, i.e. Xr =
[Xb + l]. This is typical of iteration through a linked list or
traversal through a tree.
Sequential Address. Each execution of X advances the
effective address by a constant step Xk , i.e. Xr = [Xb +
l, Xb + l + Xk , Xb + l + 2Xk , Xb + l + 3Xk , ...]. This is
typical of iteration through a buffer or array.
Random Address. Each execution of X is at an unpredictable location within the referenced object, somewhere
between Xb and Xb +Xs . This is typical of random access
to a dictionary or lookup table.
The three accesses performed by Listing 1 are sequential, random, and constant. The first iterates through A with
constant step 1. The second accesses an element B[x]
where x = A[i]: this is effectively random, since the
contents of A are unknown. The third writes to A[0] and
its condition is ignored.

Listing 3: The main part of the susan smoothing function is a
loop kernel accessing three objects.
f o r ( x=−m a s k s i z e ; x<=m a s k s i z e ; x ++) {
b r i g h t n e s s = ∗ i p ++;
tmp = ∗ d p t ++ ∗ ∗( cp−b r i g h t n e s s ) ;
a r e a += tmp ;
t o t a l += tmp ∗ b r i g h t n e s s ;
}

Listing 4: Model of susan smoothing.
cp = NEW( ) ;
i p = NEW( ) ;
d p t = NEW( ) ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i ++) {
LOAD( cp + RANDOM( 2 8 6 ) ) ;
LOAD( i p + i ) ;
LOAD( d p t + i ) ;
}

The identified patterns are replicated within the model
as follows. For each region, a for loop is constructed with
a fixed, large number of iterations. Inside the loop, a model
“memory access” is placed as a surrogate for each X, expressed as a LOAD or STORE operation for the address to
be accessed on iteration i as follows:
Constant Address: LOAD(Xb + l)
Dynamic Address: LOAD(Xb + l), then Xb = NEW()
Sequential Address: LOAD(Xb + l + Xk i)
Random Address: LOAD(Xb + RANDOM(Xs ))
Each base pointer Xb is generated before the for loop
by the command Xb = NEW(), which can also be used
to generate new base pointers within the loop to represent
dynamic accesses, such as linked list iterations. NEW()
generates a random location anywhere within the model
memory space. RANDOM(n) generates a random number between 0 and n − 1. The model for the example program is shown in Listing 2. It is expected that a model
of a memory subsystem defines LOAD and STORE, while
NEW and RANDOM are defined by library code.

3.2

Benchmarks

The model-generating process was applied to some of
the C language programs in the SPEC 2000 [11] and
Mibench [10] benchmark suites. The result is a corpus
of model procedures similar to Listing 2. Each model is
a single-path program that only accesses memory, and assumes that conditional accesses are always executed. The
set of benchmark programs could be expanded to widen
the search for possible memory access patterns, but it
is important to keep this investigation within reasonable
bounds, so the chosen set is assumed to be representative.
Table 1 summarizes the contents of the regions considered, using a code to represent the pattern generated by
each model. As an example of this code, Listing 3 shows
part of the “susan smoothing” function, from the susan
benchmark [10]. This is model number 32 and contains
“1R[286] 1S+1 1S+1”. This means there are three dis-

Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Program
bitcount
gsm
djpeg
rijndael
bitcount
djpeg
bitcount
gsm
CRC32
art

Function
ntbl bitc...
ulaw input
jpeg idct...
encrypt
ntbl bitcnt
jpeg idct...
AR btbl b...
Calculati...
crc32file
train match

11

art

train match

12
13

bzip2
bzip2

fullGtU
qSort3

14
15
16
17
18
19

ammp
ammp
patricia
art
ispell
bzip2

a number
a m serial
main
train match
ichartostr
generateM...

20

art

train match

21

art

train match

22
23
24
25
26
27

bzip2
bzip2
mesa
ispell
bitcount
fft

getRLEpair
spec getc
clear
linit
main
fft float

28
29

adpcm
djpeg

adpcm coder
ycc rgb c...

30

bzip2

fullGtU

31
32
33
34
35
36

gsm
susan
ispell
djpeg
gap
gsm

Short ter...
susan smo...
good
h2v2 fanc...
ProdInt
Weighting...

Contents
8R[16]
4C* 1C 1C
16R[134] 9R[160]
224R[4.0k]
1R[16]
16C* 9R[1.4k]
4R[256]
40R[4.0k]
1C 4C* 1R[1.5k]
5C 1C 1C 1C 1C 1C
1R[1.0M]
1R[1.0M]
1S+8
8C 1C 5C 1C 1C
1R[1.0M] 5S+64*
13C 6D 6D
2C 1C 1C 1R[683.6k]
1S+1
2C* 3D
5C* 3D
10D
5C 5C 5S+64*
2R[20.5k]*
8C 1C 1C 1C 1R[683.6k]
1R[263] 2R[1.0k]* 1S+1
1S+1*
11C 7C 2C 1C 1C
7S+64*
5C 1C 1C 2C 1C 1R[88]
1S+8 1S+64 2S+1*
13C* 1S-1
12C* 1S+1
1C 1S+4*
2C 1C 6S+24*
1S+8
4S+8* 2S+8 3S+8*
3S+8*
2R[404] 1S+1* 1S+2
2R[1020]
1R[1020]
1R[1020] 3R[1.4k] 3S+1
3S+3*
16C 16C 4S+1 4S+1
4S+1 4S+1
2S+2*
1R[286] 1S+1 1S+1
1R[88] 1S+1 1S+1
2S+1 2S+2*
4S+2 8S+2*
9S+2

Table 1: Summary of the memory access models generated from
the benchmark programs. Each loop kernel is represented by
a single table row containing one identifier for each base pointer
Xb used within it. The identifiers are all of the form nTp, where n
is the number of accesses to that base pointer, T is the access pattern Xp (Constant, Sequential, Dynamic, or Random address),
and p is the property of that access, if any. For a sequential access type, p is the step from one access to another (i.e. Xk ) and
for a random access type, p is the maximum object size (i.e. Xs ).
Identifiers are followed by * when STOREs are performed.

tinct base pointers, which are accessed (1) randomly, (2)
sequentially, with step 1, and (3) sequentially, again with
step 1. The base pointer that is accessed randomly is cp,
and the size of the accessible memory space is 286 bytes.
ip and dpt are both accessed sequentially. The model for
this region is shown in Listing 4. All calculations are lost,
leaving a model of the memory access pattern.
During examination of the benchmarks, it was found
that some loop kernels are actually within library code,
particularly formatted output functions such as printf.
These are omitted (1) because producing output is not the
main focus of each benchmark, and (2) different implementations of printf are possible, and some may be better suited to embedded hard real-time systems than others.
Including them would bias the results in a way that depends entirely on the printf implementation, which is
not relevant to the investigation.
Other commonly used library functions are related to
copying and zeroing memory, e.g. memcpy and memset.
These are also omitted from consideration because a cache
or SMMU-based system should use customized versions
of memset and memcpy to match the hardware.

4

Memory Subsystems

In Table 1, many memory access models use more than
one base pointer. Unless those base pointers are specifically chosen to avoid cache conflicts [12], it will be very
difficult to determine the WCET of the model when used
with a data cache. This is particularly true for the models
that use random or dynamic addresses, since there is no
consistent access pattern between iterations. Intuitively,
one would expect a large discrepancy between the true
WCET for a cache and the ACET for a cache [25].
The SMMU exhibits worst-case behavior unless objects
overlap in memory, which permits a minor improvement in
ACET unless each LOAD/STORE operations is required
to have a fixed execution time. Intuitively, one would expect the SMMU’s WCET to be larger (i.e. worse) than the
ACET obtained using a cache, because not all objects can
be OPENed by the SMMU [26].

4.1

Replacing Intuition with Data

Using the memory access pattern models, the above intuitions can be replaced with quantitative data [23]. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the WCET of each model
obtained using an SMMU, and the measured ACET of
each model obtained using a data cache. This includes
only memory operations, not control flow or calculations.
The memory subsystems tested are (1) a 16kbyte fullyassociative write-back data cache with 64 byte cache lines
and LRU replacement policy, and (2) a 16kbyte SPM combined with a 16 entry SMMU. Objects are packed into
SPM space in descending order of access count.
The data cache is idealized, with no time penalty for
fully-associative cache lookup. If a more realistic setassociative data cache were used, then cache results would
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load the entire object into SPM. Instead, a small “window” can be OPENed, loading successive small sections
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Figure 4: Bar graph illustrating cache ACET divided by SMMU
WCET for each model when tiling is used. The SMMU WCET
of 22 models has decreased by 5% or more versus Figure 2.

to that object is known to be a linear sequence.
Figure 4 shows the effect of loading each sequentiallyaccessed object in tile form. The memory subsystems are
the same as in Figure 2, but each sequentially-accessed
object is now loaded in 1kb tiles during iteration, ensuring
that SPM space is always available. The effect is dramatic.
17 models now have an SMMU WCET within 5% of the
cache ACET, and the WCET of 22 models has decreased
by 5% or more versus Figure 2. Four models now have
an SMMU WCET that is less than the cache ACET, appearing as data points > 1.0 in Figure 4. This happens
because dynamic accesses and random accesses to large
objects do not interact well with a cache. In general, cache
line loads are beneficial only if the line contents are going to be reused. As the contents are not normally reused
(there is no locality), it is much better to access external
memory directly in these cases, and this is exactly what
happens with the SPM and SMMU, which load the minimum amount of data required and no more. The cache
assumes that there is locality, and therefore it is always
worth loading an entire line of data. While this assumption
is often effective, it increases the cache ACET relative to
the SMMU WCET in some cases.

4.3

Closing the SMMU/Cache Gap

Even with tiling, the SMMU WCET is still often
greater than the cache ACET. The issue is not related to
large objects, as it affects models which use only dynamic
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0.0
5.0
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20.0
data structures, e.g. model 16. These are
processed
more
ACET relative to Perfect Data
efficiently by the cache, which appears Cache
counter-intuitive
because (1) the data structure elements are placed in effectively random memory locations, and (2) the sizes of the
elements do not need to be rounded up to the nearest cache
line size when the SMMU is used.
The problem here is the SMMU’s CLOSE operation,
which always writes back to external memory even if the
data in SPM has not been updated. A “write-back” cache
like the one simulated for Figures 2 and 4 skips this step
unless it is absolutely necessary because a STORE operation has written to the cached data. If OPEN and CLOSE
are redesigned to allow objects to be OPENed in a readonly mode without a write-back step during CLOSE, then
the gap between cache performance and SMMU performance is narrowed. This is illustrated by Figure 5, where
the SMMU’s translation table is modified to support up
to three read-only entries, which can be explicitly selected using a read-only flag given to the OPEN operation
(which becomes OPEN RO). When CLOSEd, the contents of these objects are discarded, not written back. The
reason for limiting the number of read-only entries to three
is explained in section 5.2.
However, Figure 5 shows yet another
dramatic im2.0
provement in the Cache ACET / SMMU
WCET
ratio. The
1.9
10th
WCETs obtained using the SMMU are
now
within
5% of
1.8
mean
the cache ACET in 34 cases, and the1.7
WCET of 18 mod90th
els has improved by more than 5% 1.6
relative to Figure 4.
Clearly, OPEN RO provides a worthwhile
1.5 improvement.
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1.4
1.3
1.2
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate that the remaining difficulty
1.1
is random accesses to large objects. Random accesses to
1.0
small objects are not a problem, because
they can be han0.9
dled by loading the entire object into SPM.
0.8 However, models 18, 21, 28, 29, 32 and 33 all access0.7objects that are too
large to fit in SPM, and while the SPM can be1024
made larger,
4096
16384
65
its size is limited by hardware considerations
clock 8192
512 such as
2048
32768

4.4

Random Accesses

frequency, silicon area and energy consumption.On-chip
As long
memory size (bytes)
as the external memory has a higher capacity than on-chip
memory, it will always be possible to access a working
data set that is simply too large to fit on-chip. An SMMU
and SPM are no help at all with objects of this size, and a
cache is also unhelpful if the WCET is of interest, as the
entire working data set cannot fit in cache and each access
could use an address that is not already loaded. This is reflected in Figure 3: these models have poor performance
with both cache and SMMU.
Model 18 is an unusual case. Here, the cache is significantly better than the SMMU. The only object used by
this model is only slightly larger than the cache size: this
is why the cache is relatively successful in comparison to
the SMMU. The cache will probably contain a requested
element in the average case. However, in order to be timepredictable, the SMMU must contain either all of or none
of a randomly accessed object.
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Listing 5: Implementation of tiling for susan smoothing’s accesses to the “ip” object.
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Figure 5: Bar graph illustrating cache ACET divided by SMMU
WCET for each model when OPEN RO is used for read-only
objects. The WCET of 18 models has improved by more than
5% versus Figure 4.

5

Improving the SMMU

Frequency

Results presented in section 4 indicate that most of the
discrepancy
between the SMMU and cache can be mit30
igated by (1) tiling and (2) using OPEN RO whenever
possible.
25 Together, these improvements actually make the
SMMU better than the cache for a significant number of
20 The exceptions are models involving random acmodels.
cesses to large objects, which are not executed efficiently
in any15case. The challenge is to implement the features
without losing time-predictability.

5.1

10

Implementing Tiling
5

This can be done using nested “for” loops or a rarelyexecuted conditional statement within the inner loop, with
a number of executions bounded as a function of the surrounding loop bound.
Listing 5 shows a trivial implementation for one of the
sequential accesses carried out within susan smoothing
(Listing 3). The relevant code could be automatically inserted by a compiler upon identification of a sequential
access, after loop transformations have been applied. Implementation of this compiler feature is future work.

5.2

Implementing Read-only OPEN

OPEN RO, a read-only OPEN operation, is required to
match cache performance in many cases (Figure 5). Like
any other SMMU operation, this must be time-predictable.
Implementing OPEN RO is subtly non-trivial. To illustrate the difficulty, suppose that (1) an object Z is OPENed
using OPEN RO, but (2) a pointer alias a = Z references
it and (3) alias a is used to update Z. As in the general
form of the pointer aliasing problem, the compiler does not
know the relationship between a and Z and cannot guarantee either a = Z or a 6= Z [5]. It is important that situations similar to this are handled so that program semantics
are preserved and time-predictability is retained.
The simplest correct design for an SMMU augments
the existing design [24,25] with nr translation table entries
defined as read-only. These must be the lowest priority
entries in the table according to equation 1. It is possible
to assign entries as read-only or read-write at run-time, but
this is significantly more complex as the priority encoder
must give all read-write entries at higher priority.
If a STORE operation matches with one or more readonly entries, and no read-write entries at all, then the data
is written directly to external memory and every matching
read-only entry listed in the table. This ensures that no
read-only entry contains stale data. When a read-only entry is CLOSEd, there is no write to external memory, and
therefore no subsequent opportunity to bring the read-only
entries up to date. If there are nr read-only entries, then
nr SPM writes will be required in the worst case for each
STORE. Provided that nr is small, the cost of these writes
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Loop tiling is a form of loop transformation. It aims
to improve
code performance by increasing data local0
ity [28]. A number of transformations, including loop
scaling, skewing, interchange and reversal may be applied as part of the process
withinWCET
modern
compilers
such
SMMU
/ Cache
ACET
as GCC [2]. These transformations are a benefit to data
caches because they ensure that accesses to memory are
sequential where possible.
A new set of loop transformations are not required to
make good use of the SMMU. As Figure 4 illustrates, code
that works well with a cache works well with the SMMU.
All that is needed is a mechanism to split sequential memory accesses performed by a loop into tiles that will fit
within the SPM. It is only necessary to trigger a move to
the next tile when the end of the current tile is reached.

t i l e s i z e = 1024;
t i l e s t e p = 1;
i p h a n d l e = OPEN( i p , t i l e s i z e , 0 ) ;
f o r ( x=−m a s k s i z e , i = 0 ;
x<=m a s k s i z e ; x ++ , i += t i l e s t e p ) {
i f ( i >= t i l e s i z e ) {
CLOSE ( i p h a n d l e ) ;
i p h a n d l e = OPEN( i p , t i l e s i z e , 0 ) ;
i = 0;
}
b r i g h t n e s s = ∗ i p ++;
tmp = ∗ d p t ++ ∗ ∗( cp−b r i g h t n e s s ) ;
a r e a += tmp ;
t o t a l += tmp ∗ b r i g h t n e s s ;
}
CLOSE ( i p h a n d l e ) ;

T (s) ≤ d

snr
e
4

(3)

Using the definition of T (s) from equation 2, inequality 3
is not satisfied for all s > 0 unless nr ≤ 3. Therefore the
maximum number of read-only objects that can be reliably
updated during a read-write CLOSE operation is 3. This
is why 3 was chosen as the limit for the experiment used
to generate Figure 5.
Alternative ways of solving this problem do exist. T (s)
could be increased, e.g. by reducing the maximum burst
size, but this would also increase every WCET. Or the time
cost of the read-write CLOSE operation, currently T (s),
could be redefined as max(T (s), d sn4 r e). Finally, wholeprogram shape analysis could be used to detect the places
where read-only objects may overlap read-write objects
or be updated by aliased pointers. But these alternatives
are quite poor. Increasing the WCET for all operations or
introducing shape analysis breaks the design goals of the
SMMU [24]. Redefining the cost of CLOSE operations
seems acceptable because read-only objects appear to be
much more common than read-write objects (90 versus 24
within the models considered) but in fact the additional
CLOSE cost becomes extremely significant as nr is increased beyond 3. The SMMU WCET of nearly half of
the models increases substantially.
Therefore, restricting nr to a value satisfying inequality 3 for all s > 0 appears to be the best possibility, particularly as SMMU allocation algorithms can use OPEN
in place of OPEN RO without changing program semantics. The change described above has been implemented
in hardware and validated by the same test process used

1.7

80% confidence interval
Mean value

1.6
Cache ACET / SMMU WCET

is entirely hidden by the cost of the external memory update, since T (1) > nr .
However, CLOSE operations must also write to SPM,
in cases where overlapping memory areas are OPEN and
the object being CLOSEd is read-write. Consider a configuration where a memory area of size s bytes has been
OPENed nr + 1 times: nr times in read-only mode, and
once in read-write mode. The area is then updated by a
STORE; this is serviced by a single write to SPM within
the read-write copy of the object. Then the read-write table
entry is CLOSEd. In order to preserve program semantics,
every read-only entry must be updated for every byte in the
read-write entry, because no further CLOSE operation will
carry out a write back operation. This means snr writes to
SPM in addition to s writes to external memory.
The time cost of the external memory writes is T (s)
(equation 2). The time cost of snr SPM writes is d sn4 r e
if one 4-byte word can be written on each clock cycle. It
is possible that the external memory access time will be
less than the internal update time for the SPM, because
contiguous writes to external memory are handled as burst
transactions: 1 high latency write may be faster than nr
low-latency writes. The cost of the external memory update only subsumes the cost of the SPM update when inequality 3 is satisfied:

1.5
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1.1
1
0.9
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1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536 131072
On-chip memory size (bytes)

Figure 6: Effect of changing the amount of on-chip memory on
Cache ACET / SMMU WCET. The chart shows the mean value
and 80% confidence interval for all models (calculated using the
10th and 90th percentiles).

to check the original SMMU design [25]. The result is
slightly increased hardware usage.

6

Exploring the Parameter Space

Various system-specific parameters are chosen in section 4. These include the size of the on-chip memory, selected as 16 kbytes (cache or SPM), and the transaction
setup time of 50 time units (equation 2). Although both
of these choices are based on real embedded systems [25],
it is worth considering the dependence of the results presented (e.g. Figure 5) on these particular values.
The on-chip memory size affects the results as shown
in Figure 6. This graph is drawn using the assumption that
(1) all items in Table 1 are equally important members of
a population of all significant loop kernels, and (2) that all
other parameters are as specified in section 4. The Cache
ACET / SMMU WCET value were determined for each
model as for Figure 5, and used to compute the mean value
and 80% confidence interval.
As the results show, the SMMU is typically better than
cache with small memory sizes because it can store small
objects efficiently, without consuming an entire cache line.
It retains some advantage over cache as the amount of
space is increased. As the on-chip memory size becomes
very large, the cache and SMMU results converge towards
the same value.
The bus setup latency has very little effect on the results. Keeping all other parameters as specified in section
4, Cache ACET / SMMU WCET was evaluated for each
model with bus latencies of 25, 50 and 100. The mean,
median and standard deviation of the results for each bus
setup latency turned out to be within 4% of each other.

7

Conclusion

This paper has described a low-level study of the
SMMU based on single-path models of memory access

patterns extracted from benchmark programs. It has compared the SMMU to a fully-associative data cache of
the same size by executing the models using a cache
and SMMU, determining ACET and WCET. The SMMU
WCET and ACET are equal as the models are single-path.
It has shown that the SMMU’s WCET can be very close
to a cache’s ACET in almost all of the cases examined.
Figure 5 shows an SMMU/cache comparison with an onchip memory size of 16kb in which the SMMU’s WCET
is lower than the cache ACET in 16 cases, and in 34 cases,
the SMMU’s WCET is less than or equal to the cache
ACET plus 5%. Figure 6 indicates that this result is typical of other on-chip memory sizes. Poor results are only
obtained for models that make poor use of a cache, e.g. 18.
Unlike a data cache, an SMMU is fully timepredictable, giving a tight execution time bound for each
LOAD or STORE, even those using data-dependent addresses and accessing dynamic data structures. The results
show that time-predictable systems do not need to be significantly slower - on average and in the worst case - than
those using heuristic mechanisms such as caches.
Future work will involve adding SMMU loop tiling
support to a compiler as per section 5.1 and exploring alternative SMMU designs that improve WCET and ACET
further.
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